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ABSTRACT 

This paper treats of sensitivity analysis relating to priority which is 
playing an important role in the AU?. Namely, it examines theoretically, 
when the priority values of criterii of a certain level in hierarchy 
change, how these changes will affect the priority values of criteria or 
alternatives of other levels as well as to what degree they will affect the 
said priority values, and further, whether it is caPable of wising rank 
reversal among the alternatives. Consequently, by deriving some theorems, 
this paper clarifies that all ,these problems can. easily be solved analyti-
cally, using the priority reachability matrix newly, defined in this paper. 
Further, by applying these theorems actually, to a certain dwelling selec-
tion problem,.this paper verifies,its usefulness. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)(Saaty 1980) developed by T.L.Saaty as 
a support method for multiobjective decision making has recently been at-
tracting public attention in many scientific fielde such as system en-
gineering, operations research, management science, and so on. (Saaty 1983, 
Manabe 1986). The AHP is simple in its procedure, easily comprehensible 
even by beginners, and further, easily applicable to unquantifiable deci-
sion problems, compared wiih hitherto-exisiing various methods for multiob-
jective decision problems. For this reason, numerous applications of the 
ARP have been reported to date (Tone 1986 etc.). • 

The process of the AHP can be classified in summary into the following 
three steps: 
[Step 11 The decision problem is expressed in the form of a hierarchy in 
such a way that an overall goal exists fn the first level, the criteria and 
the subcriteria exist in the second level and thereafter, and the alterna-
tives exist in the loWest level. Namely, the hierarchy is composed of 
levels whose detail increases from top to bottom. 

(Stepi2) The degree Of impertance of' each element of the 'k-th level, 
k=2,..,L with respect to the j-th element j=1 h of the (k-1)th 
level (one at a time) is questioned to the decision maker(s) by pairwise 
comparison. Then, the results thus obtained are summarized in the form of 
a pairwise comparison matrix (reciprocal matrix). If and -only if this 
matrix is consistent, then eigenvector to maximum eigenvalue of the matrix 
is considered as the direct priority vector akj=(alj, ,aii an 

)T of 
elements of the k-th level with respect to the where the vector ak3 is normalized as follows: 

I a- = 1 and ai3 E 0 • k=2 L 1=1 
iEI kj 
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where.L is the number of levels in a hierarchy, nk_, is the number of ele-
ments of the (k-1)th level, and Ikj is the index set of elements ski con-
nected directly with the j-th element s  of the (k-1)th level. Ikim{l, 
2 nk }' 

[Step 3) From these akj, j=1 nk_i, the direct priority matrix

makj""akn k_11 of the k-th level is made. Then, using thlse matrices Ak, 
k=2 L the composite priority vector w.=1 x (wkl wknk) of each level 
with respect to the overall goal is composed by the following principle: 

• wk = Akwk _1

= AkAk-l—A 2wle k'2  (2) 

Because the first level usually has a single overall goal, wi is scalar and 
its priority value is assumed to equal unity, i.e., wi = 1. Therefore, from 
(2), the composite priority vector val of the alternatives becomes as 
follows: 

wt. ' (3) 

When we use the AHP actually, in Step-2, we have often difficulty in deriv-
ing the consistent priority values from the decision maker. Namely, the 

15 decision maker must, on his subjective judgement, answer the degree of 
relative importance of each element with numerical values from 1 to 9 and 
their reciprocals, but it often happens that he can have no confidence in 
answering it. In such a case, if he can easily make so-called sensitivity 
analysis of priority, such as (i) how the result of the judgement by pair-
wise comparison will affect the priority values, and also (ii) how the 
change of these prioritiy values will affect the composite priority values 
of the elements of other levels, it is very useful. As regards sensitivity 
analysis on (i), the method (Vargas 1983) of using the Hadamard _product and 
the methods (Harker 1985) of using the partial derivative of pairwise com-
parison matrix have already been studied, but as for sensitivity analysis 
on (ii), it has not been throUghly researched yet. 

At such a background,' this paper treats of sensitivity analysis. relating to 
(ii). Namely, in this paper we examine theoretically, when the priority 
values of criteria of a certain level in the hierarchy change, how these 
changes will affect the priority values of criteria or alternatives of 
other levels as well as to what degree they will affect the said priority 
values, and further, whether it is capable of causing rank reversal among 
the alternatives. Consequently, by deriving some theorems, we clarifies 
that all these problems can easily be solved analytically, using the 
priority reachability matrix newly defined in this paper. Further, by ap-
plying these theorems actually to a certain dwelling selection problem, we 
verifies its usefulness. 

2. PRIORITY REACHABILITY MATRIX AND ITS PROPERTIES 

Definition 1: Using priority matrices Ak, k=2,...,L, we make a E nk x 
k=1 

nk block matrix Abas follows: 
k=1
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- - 
O   0 }n2
A2 0 • 1712

A = 0 A3 0 • 1n3

_o  ' 0.4 A.L. a Int

n1 n2 nL-1 "L 

(4), 

L ) L 
Then we define a E nk x E nk block matrix M(M ), p,q=1,..,L. obtained 

k=1 k=1 • 
by the following equation as priority reachability matrix. 

(5) 

'where I is an identity matrix. 

This priority reachability matrix has the following properties. 

Property 1: The priority reachability matrix M is a block lower triangular 
matrix. Namely, each np x nq block Mpg, P.q=1. ...,L, is as follows: 

-O if 
if 

= ApAp_2...Aq+1 if 

p < q, 
p = q, 

P ) q• 

Especially, from (2), block Mpl, p=2 L is 

Mpl = ApAp-1-212 wp. 

(6) 
(7) 
(8) 

(9) 
(Proof is omitted) 

Property 2: Every column sum of each block M (pag) is 1. 
Pq (Proof is omitted) 

(8) and (9) are important especially. (8) means that block mfl, (p)q) indi-
cates composite priorities of the elements ii.e., sdlAriteria or 
alternatives) of the p-th level with, respect to the elements (i.e., 
criteria or subcriteria) of the q-th level. Also, (9) means that block 14,1
indicates domposite priorities of the elements of the p-th level with 
respect to the overall goal. Therefore, composite priorities WL of the al-
ternatives for the overall goal appear in the block Mu . Namely, by cal-
dilating the priority reachability matrix, it is possible to examine the 
order of the subcriteria or the alternatives for each criterion, so that it 
is possible to make further scrutiny. 

3. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF PRIORITY 

3.1 Sensitivity analysis on local change of a" 

In this section we consider the case where the priority vector aki of the 
elements of the k-th level with respect to the I-th element sk_li of the 
(k-1)th level changes from the present value aki to a ccertain value a + 
A .  this case, changes of the priority reachability matrix M and. the ak3 
composite priority vector wt., of the alternatives can be summarized into the 
following two theorems, respectively. 
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Theoreml: Menthevalueof .ak. changes from its present value 
iron 

to 
a*3+ hakJ' only the blocks M which satisfies p al: and qgk-1 change trom 

Pq the present value M* to 
Pq 

II* +AN_ = M* + takjEM;-..tqlj • Pq Pq Pq (10) 

where IH; ) is a 1 x nq vector consisiting of the -th row of the matrix 
(Proof is omitted) Ma-lq* 

On the other hand, change of composite priority vector wt of the alterna-
tives becomes as follows, as a special case in Theorem 1. 

Theorem 2: When the value of akj changes from its present value ailj to q i
+ Aakj, the composite priority vector wt of the alternatives with respect 
to the overall goal changes from the present value wt to 

wt AWL a wt wa-lj Mtk Aakj (11) 

where w;_ jj  is the present composite priority value of the element i. 
(Proof is omitted) 

3.2 Sensitivity analysis on global change of akj 

In 3.1, we considered the case where the value of aki changes from the 
present value a*. to one specific value aro + pa,. •. In this section, we ex-
pand it further, and consider •in what region the composite priority vector 
wt of the alternatives will change when aA ,. changes throughout its whole l domain. 

Theorem 3: When ak changes throughout the whole domain defined by (1), j 
namely, 

{ akj I E atj = 1 and a.. 2 0}, (12) ij 
is ikj 

the composite priority vector wt of the alternatives changes in the follow-
ing region: 

- 
rL (ak3 1 .) = {wL lwL -- E b.a 1.., E a.. = 1, a..2 } , (13) 13  3 

icIkj 1cIkj

blwharathaak xlvt *" 

bi = mtklArcl iwit_l , (14) 

and the matrix [An. is a nk x nk_t matrix in which only the j-th column of 
the matrix A* is replaced by nk x 1 fundamental vector et. having 1 in the k 
i-th entry and 0 in-the-other entries, namely, 

et apcji.i...artnk_i (15) 
(Proof is omitted) 

Theorem" 3 means thlt the domain of akj is mapped on the convex region 

rL (ak3 .) formed by extreme points bt, iEI - in the space of composite 
priorities of the alternatives. Namely, the larger this mapping region 



rL (ak .) is, the more largely wt. changes according to slight change of akj. 3 
Therefore, in this paper, we define sensitivity coefficient of to ski as 

follows: 

Definition 2: a(akj) defined by the following equatin is called the sen-

sitivity coefficient of wr, to akj. 

a(akj Ikj

- L (b. - b)T (bi - S), 
it Ilkj

(16) 

where n(ikj th) is e number of members in the set Ikj. Also, bi is the vec-
tor given by (14), and b is the mean of bills numbering n(/k). 

Above, we considered sensitivity of WL to global change of a,.. However, 
al 

simply because the value'of sensitivity coefficient of WL to a certain akj 
is large, rank reversal among the alternatives to the change of this akj
does not necessarily occur. Lastly, therefore, we summarize in the follow-
ing theorem, in what cases rank reversal among the alternatives does not 
OCCUr. 

Theorem 4: In the vectors 
component values of each vector 
alternatives does not occur no 
by (12). 

itIkj given by (14), If the order among the 
are all equal, then rank reversal among the 
matter how akj changes in its domain given 

(Proof is omitted) 

Speaking reversely, this means that, when Theorem 4 is not satisfied, ,the 
order among the alternatives may change from the present order to a dif-
ferent order, depending upon the way how akj changes. 

4. APPLICATION TO DWELLING SELECT/ON PROBLEM 

4.1 Setting of problem 
Here, the decision problem under research is a dwelling selection problem. 
Suppose a man (decision maker) is seeking for a dwelling house. After ex-
amining various properties appearing in a dwelling information magazine, he 
selected three dwellings from among them as candidatory ones 
(alternatives), and adopted the AHP as a tool for deciding the preference 
order of these three alternatives. In accordance with the procedure of the 
ARP, he first made a hierarchy of the dwelling selection problem as shown 
in Fig.1(See Note 1). Then he decided the value of the priority matrix of 
each level as shown by A/, A/ and AI. Further, he calculated the composite 
priority of the alternatives from these values, using (3), and cosequently 
obtained 10=(0 381 0.269 0.3503r. Eventually, the preference order among 4 
three alternatives became A ) C > B, and the alternative A proved to be the 
most desirable house. 

Note 1: The hierarchy shown in Fig.1, originally, was a short hierachy in 
which the element s of the second level was directly connected with the 
elements 4l' s42 and 542 of the fourth level. In order to convert it into 
the complete hierarchy (Saaty 1980), the dummy element sjl is inserted into 
the third level, and the priority values, of all the elements having no 
direct parent-child relationship are made zero in Fig. 1, hence air( 0 0 0 
0.6 0.1 0.3, )T, for example. 
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However, he feels a little anxious about this result of analysis, because 
among the obtained priority matrix values, he has no confidence especially 
in the priority vector value ai3=( 0 0 0 0.6 0.1 0.3 )T of the subcriteiia 
of the third level with respect to the element s23 (Residential 
envirdnment) of the second level. He is very eager to know how the change 
of a*3 will affect the result of the present analysis. The above is set-
ting of the problem of this example. 

4.2 Results of sensitivity analysis 

Here, we attempt various sensitivity analyses to the change of priority 
vector a33 under the problem setting mentioned in 4.1. For this purpose, 
we calculate priority reachability matrix 14 in accordance with (5), and 
then obtain the value as shown in Fig.2. 

First of all, let us consider the case where a33 changes little from the 
present value :kb to a new value 6i3+ As33:5 0 0 0.5 0.15 0.35 1T. In 
this 'case, Aa33 = ( 0 0 p -0.1 0.05 0.05 and also 1=4, k=3, j=3, 133= 
{4;5,6), n(I33)=3. From Theorem 1, we can find that only the four blocks 
m31, M32, M41 and M42 are affected by the above change of a33. For ex-
ample, the block M42 changes from its present value M12 to -

14* +AM = M* + 42 42 42 

= [0.5 0.27 
0.2 0.33 
0.3 0.40 

[0.5 0.27 
= 0.2 0.33 

0.3 0.40 

M13 Aa331,12)3
0.25] [0 0 -0.015] 
0.35 + 0 0 0.005 
0.40 0 0 0.010 
0.235] 
0.355 
0.410 . 

(17) 

On the other hand, from Theorem 2, composite priority vector w4 of the al-
ternatives changes from its present value wl = ( 0.381 0.269 0.350 )T -to 

w* +Aw = w* + w* M* Aa 4 4 4 2313 331

[ 

0.381] 0.003 [0.378 
= 0.269 + 0.001 = 0.270 

0.350 0.002 0.352_. 

Next, let us consider the case where a33
domain {a33 la43+a53+a63=1, a43,a531a63 a ). 
tors bi, ic133 become 

b4 = /413(A314 w = ( 0.391 0.259 0.350 
b5 = 9 3(915 w! = ( 0.351 0.239 0.410 
b6 = M43(A336 w = ( 0.371 0.299 0.330 

(18) 

changes throughout its whole 
From (14) in Theorem 3, vec-

)T,
)1% 
)T.

(i9) 

Therefore, the mapping region F4(a33), in which compolite priority vector 
w4 of the alternatives can change, becomes as follows:,

F4(a33) = {w4 1w4 = b4a43+b5a53+b6a63, 843+a53+a63 = 
a43' a53' a63 0 J. (20) 

Moreover, since thelmean value 'of the three vectors of (19) becomes E = ( 
0.371 0.266 0.363 )T, the value of sensitivity Coefficient a(a33) in 

Definition 2 becomes 0.055. 



Lastly, let us consider possibility of rank reversal among the alternatives 

due to global change of an . As evident from (19), the order among com-
ponent values of the vector b5 is different from those of b4 and b6, and 
they do not satisfy Theorem 4. Therefore, depending upon the way a33
changes, it is possible that rank reversal among the glternatives may or

.cur. For instance, the present' value of w4 is wel = C 0.378 0.270 0.352 ) 
but due to the change of a33 from its present value a53 to al3+ A a33 ( 0 
0 0 0.1 0.8 0.1 )T, it becomes wa +A w4 =(0.357'0.247 0.396) 'from Theorem 
2. Namely, the order between the alternative A and C reverses. 
Fig.3 shows the mapping regions of a21, a33' a4 , a42 and a45 in the space 
of the alternatives. The broken line in this figure indicates the boundary 
on which reversal of the order occures, and the white point shows the posi-
tion of the present composite priority values wl of the alternatives. On 
the other hand, Table 1 shows what type of rank reversal is capable of oc-
curring for individual aki"s, and. also shows the sensitivity coefficient 
values for all aid's. These results show that in this example, sensitivity 
0t the composite priorities of the alternatives is, particulari high for a41
and a42, and that depending upon the change of these priority vectors, all, 
coMbinations of orders can occur as the preference order of the alterna-
tives. On the other hand, sensitivity for a32 and a45 is low. No matter 
how these may change, the preference order remains as A C 13, and rank 
reversal never occur. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we studied sensitivity analysis relating to priority as one 
of sensitivity analyses in the ASP. Namely, we examined theoretically, 
when the priority values of subcriteria with respect to a criterion of a 
certain level change, how these changes will affect the pkiority values of 
criteria or alternatives of other levels as well as to what degree •they 
will affect the said priority values, and further, whether it is capable of 
causing rank reversal among the alternatives. In consequence, by deriving 
some theorems, we clarified that all these problems can easily be solved 
analytically, using the priority reachability matrix newly defined in this 
paper. Further, by applying these theorems actually to a simple dwelling 
selection problem, we confirmed usefulness thereof. Finally, as one of 
the problems to be solved in future, we show sensitivity analysis when the 
criteria or the alternatives are newly added or deleted. 
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